
Run Sign Up / Race Director 

Getting Started Guide 

 

There are 3 components to the integration between Run Sign Up and Race Director.  You have the ability 

to import new participants additions and existing participant updates from RSU to RD (Participant Data 

Imports).  You can also send new participant additions and existing participant updates from RD to RSU 

(Participant Data Uploads).  Both Standard and Team Relay division participants can be managed in this 

integration.  See Appendix B for considerations about team relay.  Lastly, you can send results data 

immediately after each of your chip system results imports (Result Data Uploads). 

Participant Data.  Although the ability to send additions and updates in both directions between RD and 

RSU, the two systems are unaware of changes in the other system between uploads / imports.  As your 

race timeline goes on, it's important that you always designate one system or the other as primary and 

manage the data transfers accordingly.  You should always have one system or the other as primary with 

regard to adding new participants and managing participant data changes.  For example, if you use RSU 

as your primary source of registration data prior to race day and you will enter participants manually in 

RD on race day, you would might make these decisions as follows.  Prior to race day, RSU will be your 

primary source of new registrations.  You will use the RD import function to pull the entrants into RD.  

You may decide that you will perform all participant data changes in RD - so all changes will be sent to 

RSU using the RD upload function.  On race day, you will have RD as  your primary source for both 

entrant adds and changes using the upload function.  Entrant data changes are the most important 

consideration.  You never want to be in the state where you're making changes in both systems. 

Results Data.  The results data upload is designed such that you do nothing beyond what you normally 

do when scoring a chip race.  Each time you import chip results, the re-calibrated replacements, times, 

paces, etc are automatically published to RSU.  

  



Participant Data Imports 

1 - Importing New Participants 

When we view the race we'll be importing data from at RSU, we see there are 395 participants 

registered - 

 

 

In Race Director, use the "Imp" button from the task bar in Update -> Participants to begin the import 

process.  You will see the screen below. 

 

On the next screen, enter your RSU login credentials and you will be shown a list of the races at RSU that 

are available for importing. 



 

In this example we'll select race 3110 from the list which takes us to the next screen.  On this screen, 

you will see a grid with the RSU Events shown on the left side and a spot to select the RD Division on the 

right side.  Select a RD Division for each RSU Event that you want included in the import.  Next, use the 

"Get Registrations" button to start the import.  This screen will stay active until the import completes. 

RSU Super Events - If you use Super Events at RSU (allows you to assign a participants to 2 Events), 

please see Appendix A. 

 

The prompt below informs you of the success of the import. 

 

You are then asked the question below.  If you answer no, you must provide the beginning bib number 

on the next screen. 



 

On the next screen, you have a chance to assign custom questions (if any) to the appropriate Race 

Director field.  In the example below, there was a way at RSU to indicate the entrant is a cancer survivor.  

In this example, there is an RD Optional Data Field called "Survivor" which is where we'll map the 

responses. 

IMPORTANT - The integration of custom questions works only for the "Free Form" question type at RSU. 

 

At this point, we're ready to send the imported data to Race Director.  This is done using the "Create 

Import" button.  At the end of the process, you are given a status count. 

 

Teams - Managing teams is a very powerful, but complicated feature in the RSU / RD integration.  Over 

time, the capabilities for Team Management will increase and improve at RSU.  Additionally, scenarios 

for how teams are managed will become more evident as use cases come along.  For now, the 

implementation of teams is limited to: 

1) Relay Teams where all team participants share the same bib number.  Be sure that in the Race 

Director relay team setup that you have the setting for using the same bib number for every relay 



participant the same checked.  It is also very important that you select a bib number range in the RSU 

setup that is entirely unique for each relay team group that you set up.  It's especially important that the 

bib ranges you select for the relay team groups at RSU do not conflict with the bib number range you 

have for non-relay race participants. 

At this point, there is not an integration solution for the following.  If you have a race scenario that 

requires this, please contact RSU and we will determine the best approach for adding this capability. 

1) Team Relay where each relay participant has their own bib number. 

2) Standard Teams such as corporate teams or cross country.  

T-Shirts / Giveaways - T-shirt sizes are managed at RSU through the creation of Giveaways.  For the 

registration process at RSU, the giveaways are defined in a very descriptive manner - such as "Women 

Small".  To properly align the RD T-Shirt size with the RSU giveaway, use the "Limit" button in Tailor-> 

Options.  Make sure that you have exact matches between all of the RSU giveaways and RD T-Shirt 

Descriptions.  This will insure that the correct RD T-Shirt code is assigned when importing from RSU to 

RD and that the correct giveaway assignments are made for any participant data uploaded from RD to 

RSU.     

   



2 - Importing Participant Changes 

At RSU, we change Peter's email address to gmail - 

 

Which put it out of sync with the email address in RD - 

 

Proceed with the import again following the same steps used to import new participants.  When you get 

to the screen below, it is set up to begin importing new participants picking up where the last one left 

off.  If you want to re-import all previous entries and have changed data applied in Race Director, blank 

out this entry. 

Important - The ID shown is the last RSU ID known to Race Director.  This ID is assumed to be the result 

of the last import of registrants done from RSU into RD.  If participants are getting entered both directly 

in RD (and then uploaded to RSU) and at RSU, you must be careful here.  Let's use a simple example.  On 

Monday, you import 10 registrants from RSU and they have RSU IDs 1 to 10.  On Tuesday, 2 more 

registrations happen at RSU - IDs 11 and 12.  Also on Tuesday, you add 2 participants in RD and do an 

upload.  The result of your upload is RSU IDs 13 and 14.  At this point, in RD you have 12 participants - 

RSU IDs 1-10 and IDs 13-14.  When you go to do the import, it will suggest importing all IDs greater than 

14 and you will miss IDs 11-12 at RSU.  To circumvent this, blank out the registration ID.  Then, in Step 3 

you will see a setting for importing only "Adds" if you do not want data related to participants previously 

imported to be changed with any new data from RSU.   

 



Back to our example, we blanked out the registration ID and left this setting unchecked. 

 

In this case, there were no new entrants at RSU, so the result we see from the import is reported as - 

 

And, when we check on Peter, we see his email address in RD now agrees with the email address as 

changed at RSU - 

 

  



Participant Data Uploads 

1 - Uploading new participants from RD to RSU. 

On race day, we register 61 new participants in RD.  To send these new participant to RSU, we will use 

the "Upload" button from the task bar in Update -> Participants. 

 

The next prompt will auto-fill with the login information and race ID from when you did participant data 

imports.  If you do not see a race number, return to the Import screen, log in and make note of the race 

number. 

 

The upload screen defaults to the settings you want when you're only uploading participants you have in 

RD that are not at RSU (adds). 

 

  



When the upload is completed, you're informed about the number of participants uploaded.  In the 

event that there are upload errors, you will be informed and given the option of printing the error 

report. 

 

When the upload completes, the number of participants in RD - 

 

should agree with what you see at RSU for this race - 

 

 

2 - Uploading participant data changes from RD to RSU. 

Let's change Peter's address in RD - 

 

Now, we're out of sync with what is showing at RSU - 

 

  



Returning to the RD Upload screen, we'll use these settings: 

 

When the upload completes - 

 

We can check again on Peter's address to see that we're now in sync - 

 

3 - Uploading participant division changes from RD to RSU. 

The RD Division is directly tied to a corresponding "Event" at RSU as you saw in the mapping step when 

you import participant data.  An Event is a major element in the RSU structure where a change in a 

participants Event requires that the registration ID from the old Event be eliminated and a new Event 

number assigned.  For this reason, there is additional processing that happens in the upload to 

determine when a new Event needs to be assigned.  You will see this on the Upload screen as Division 

Syncs. 

Let's change Peter from the "Walker" event to the "5K" in RD - 

 

When we upload changes now, you will see an indication that an event has been changed - 

 



And, when we check on Peter at RSU, we see the change has taken place - 

 

And, in RD we see the new Registration ID - 

 

 

4 - When participant data has been deleted at RSU 

Each time you do an upload, there is a check for each participant to insure their data still resides at RSU.  

In the event that any of the participants you attempt to upload no longer exist at RSU, you are informed 

- 

 

After you have reviewed the list, you are given the option of deleting these entries in Race Director - 

 

Participant data in Race Director will only be removed if there is not a posted result - 

 

  



Results Uploads 

The results upload is designed to be entirely imbedded into standard RD results entry processes.  When 

you go to the chip results import screen, you will see some new settings - 

 

The setting "Auto After Import" is the most efficient.  You do nothing else beyond doing your normal 

results import.  At the end of each import, the calculated placements, times and paces are automatically 

posted to the RSU server.  You are informed of the upload with a simple message for each RD Division 

(RSU Event) - 

  

If you switch the setting to "Manual", you're given a button so that you can send the results on your 

own schedule - 

 

  



Appendix A - Super Events 

RSU allow a concept called Super Events where a participant can be assigned to 2 divisions.  In the 

example below, the race has 3 standard events - 5K Run, 8K Run and Team Relay.  The race is designed 

with enough time between the 5K and the 8K that a participant would be able to compete in both.  At 

RSU, an Event called "Double" has been set up so that, when chosen, the participant will be assigned to 

both the 5K and the 8K.   

In this scenario, you have a decision to make about the bib number as to how you will score this race in 

Race Director.  The decision is all about the bib number(s) that you will assign in Race Director.  If you 

want the participant to have a single bib number, you must score the 5K and 8K as two separate races.  

If you are willing to manage 2 bib numbers for the participant, you can score this as a single race where 

the same person will have a different bib number in each division. 

In both scenarios, these are important rules for when you do the import: 

1)  Never select both the 5K participants and the 8K participants in the same import. 

2)  If you are managing this as a single RD race, make sure you never upload the assigned bib number to 

RSU - only one bib number can be tracked at RSU. 

Below is an example of how you would proceed with the imports - 

To keep this example simple, we have only one person at RSU who is presently set up in the double 

event - 

 

  



First, we will import the 8K and Relay participants - 

 

 

After the import, we see all those entered in the 8K have been imported as well as our "Double" 

participant - 

 

  



Let's assume that in this scenario you will be managing this as two races where each double participant 

will keep the same bib number.  The next step is to upload changes from RD to RSU so that RSU knows 

the bib number.  When you do the upload, be sure this is unchecked - 

 

Next, in the second RD race, be sure you start with all the participants cleared and import only the 5K 

participants - 

 

  



After this import, you will see our Double participant has been imported with all of the other 5K 

participants AND he has the same bib number - 

 

Now, let's consider the 5K import in the scenario where you are using the same race.  In this case, we 

will NOT have done an upload to RSU to update the bib numbers.  The bib number for all Double 

participants at RSU will be empty.  Important - We want to pick up all 5K participants for this race.  It's 

entirely likely that some of these participants registered at RSU before the last 8K / Relay participant.  

So, make sure you clear the Registration ID starting point field. 

 

  



When you do the import, you'll see that some of the participants do not have a bib number.  Be sure to 

answer "No" to this prompt. 

 

You'll get the prompt below as the import is launched.  Use the "Ignore All" selection. 

 

Once the import is finished, we'll see our Double participant set up in each division with a different bib 

number. 

 

 

  



Appendix B - Team Relay 

For team relay, there needs to be a RSU Event set up for every Division in Race Director that is flagged as 

"Team Relay".  Only Race Director relay teams where everyone on the team shares the same bib 

number are allowed. 

RSU Group/Teams.  On the RSU side, you must set up at least one Race Group under the Group / Team 

setup.  Each RSU Event that you want integrated with a RD Team Relay Division must be assigned to a 

RSU Race Group.  At this point, you cannot use the RSU Age Range functionality for Race Groups that 

integrate with Race Director. 

Import Example 

When mapping the RSU Event with the RD Division for team relay, it is no different than mapping any 

other Event / Division.  If you attempt to map a RD Division that is flagged as Team Relay where 

everyone has their own bib number, it will not be allowed.  

 

After the import, the team established at RSU - 

 

  



becomes a relay team in RD - 

 

Important Considerations 

Team Name - At this time, the integration does not support changing the team name.  If a team name 

change is needed, make the change both at RSU and in RD.  Make sure the name is exactly the same in 

both systems. 

It is important that you designate one system or the other as being the leading system for both adding 

teams and updating teams.  For example, up until race day, you may designate that all relay team 

additions and updates will be done at RSU and imported into RD.  Then, on race day,  you enter all new 

teams into RD and upload this data to RSU.   

Once the team is established in RD, data changes for any of the relay team members will be uploaded to 

RSU during the standard data upload process.  This includes participants that you add to the team.  So, if 



you're doing additions / changes in RD on race day, the standard upload will manage completely new 

teams as "adds", additions of new team members to an existing team as an "add" and changes to any 

relay team  member information as an "update". 

At this point there is no provision in the design for switching someone from one team to another.  If you 

need to switch someone to a different team you must do it at RSU.  Then, delete all impacted teams in 

RD and re-import from RSU.  


